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ABSTRACT
Suspension seats are designed to isolate vehicle operators from
potentially hazardous vertical whole-body vibration. Off-road vehicles
are subjected to vibration and shock that can be severe enough to cause
seat suspensions to exceed their range of travel, causing end-stop
impacts that may increase the hazard to operators. The objective ofthis
study was to develop the agricultural equipment seat suspension system
unit to reduce WBV transmitted to agricultural equipment operators. For
this a survey conducted in ninefarm machinery-servicingstations belong
to the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA), Farm machinery station in
Gemiza, Egyptian Project for Improving the main crops production in
Sakha, and the local sector offarm machinery during the years of2008
2009 through periodic visits. Vibration measurements were performed
according to ISO 2631-1, 1997.

The results revealed that the tractor (Nasr model) which has no
suspended seat and range of 60-65 horse power in the sample under
study considers the highest equipment gives WBV data the frequency
weighted RMS acceleration magnitude ofthe largest single orthogonal
axis is In the vertical axis (Z) and also for rov of weighted RMS
acceleration. This constitutes a high risk on the labor body, followed by
UTB tractor and rice combine. The results revealed that the highest
number of labors postures adopt was (65.7%) for other constrained
posture where the labors move in every directions randomly,
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followed by (19.9%) for twisted, and (14.4%) for bent forward and the
highest number oftractors distribution by types in the sample was about
(26.6 %) for tractor Nasr,followed by (15.6 %) for tractor Kubota. (13.9
%) for tractor UTB, (12.1 %) for tractor John Deere. (11 %) for tractor
Fiat new Holland, (8.1 %) for tractor Lamborghini. (6.9 %) for tractor
Massy Ferguson, and (5.8 %) for tractor Ford.
Results showed that there are significant differences between the
different types of equipment during the variation offarm operations.
significant correlation, and significant relationship between the whole
body vibration factors.

KEYWORDS: Human factor engineering (HFE), whole body vibration
(WBY), mechanical springs, suspension seats, and agricultural
equipment features.

INTRODUCTION

Suspension seats are designed to isolate vehicle operators from
potentially hazardous vertical whole-body vibration. Off-road
vehicles are subjected to vibration and shock that can be severe

enough to cause seat suspensions to exceed their range oftravel, causing
end-stop impacts that may increase the hazard to operators Scarlett et al.
(2005).
Gunstona et al. (2004) stated that many off-road machines are equipped
with a suspension seat intended to minimize the vibration exposure ofthe
operator to vertical vibration. The optimization of the isolation
characteristics of a suspension seat involves consideration ofthe dynamic
responses of the various components of the seat.
Hamed (2011) conducted a study to revealed that the Nasr tractor is the
most dangerous and accidents source among other farm equipment. This
tractor was selected to be considered as an example of modification
towards safe performance, friendly relation with worker and real benefit
of studying anthropomology and whole body vibration.
Bliithner et a1. (2006) stated that seats with horizontal suspensions can
help to reduce detrimental effects of whole-body vibration (WBV) on
health, comfort and performance.
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